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SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

The County of Santa Cruz proposes to amend its Local Coastal Program (LCP) to update its 
Vacation Rental Ordinance, a component of the Implementation Plan (IP). The proposed 
amendment consists of minor operational and language modifications that seek to clarify the 
existing ordinance, and includes the addition of a new designated area, the Davenport-Swanson 
Road Designated Area (DASDA), which establishes specialized standards for vacation rentals in 
that particular neighborhood. The new standards proposed by the DASDA designation are 
intended to address neighborhood compatibility issues, and the other proposed amendments that 
are the subject of this staff report are intended to ensure that vacation rentals are actively used, 
and that access to the coast is protected and improved. The continued overarching goal of the 
Vacation Rental Ordinance is to ensure that vacation rentals appropriately fit within and 
complement residential neighborhoods, and to provide a valuable form of coastal access and 
visitor accommodation.   

After a close review of the LCP amendment, Commission staff identified some procedural issues 
with the proposed amendment and met with County staff to discuss those issues. In response to 
discussion with Commission staff, the County recognized that additional clarifying language was 
appropriate, and requested that Commission staff recommend in this staff report several 
“friendly” modifications to the amendment (developed in consultation with County staff) in 
order to address those issues. The proposed modifications to the Vacation Rental Ordinance 
include: 1) modifying the use chart to reflect that vacation rentals with four or more bedrooms 
are principally permitted uses, consistent with the existing use chart that considers vacation 
rentals as principally permitted uses regardless of the number of bedrooms (within applicable 
zoning districts); 2) modifying IP Section 13.10.694(B) to expressly state that accessory dwelling 
units shall not be used as vacation rentals, consistent with the existing vacation rental definition 
in IP Section 13.10.700-V; 3) clarifying the definition section of the ordinance (IP 
Section13.10.694(C)) to include “unit in” a duplex and “unit in” a triplex to reflect that vacation 
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rental permits shall be limited to one permit per parcel; 4) clarifying the intent of requiring a 
Level-V permit1 for vacation rentals with four or more bedrooms and the process for approving 
or denying a vacation rental permit; 5) clarifying that a failure to follow the conditions of a 
vacation rental permit would be a violation of that permit; and 6) retaining the definition of 
“vacation rental” in the definition section of IP (Section 13.10.700-V.)   

With respect to the proposed IP amendment’s conformance with the County’s Land Use Plan’s 
policies, the proposed amendment is generally in conformance and adequate to implement the 
LUP. Specifically, the amendment continues to prioritize public access to the coast by allowing 
appropriately regulated overnight accommodations through continued operation of the County’s 
Vacation Rental Ordinance, which staff considers an effective and robust Vacation Rental 
program.  

In sum, the proposed amendments protect neighborhood community character, while still 
ensuring the availability of vacation rentals for visitor accommodations, a Coastal Act and LCP 
priority use and a valuable component in preserving coastal access. Staff therefore recommends 
that the Commission approve the LCP amendment with the suggested modifications requested by 
the County. The required motions and resolutions to implement this recommendation begin on 
page 4 below. 

 

Staff Note: LCP Amendment Action Deadline  

This proposed LCP amendment was filed as complete on November 3, 2016. The proposed 
amendment affects the Implementation Plan (IP), and the 60-day action deadline is January 2, 
2017. (See Pub. Res. Code §§ 30513, 30514(b).) Thus, unless the Commission extends the action 
deadline (it may be extended by up to one year), the Commission has until January 2, 2017 to 
take a final action on this LCP amendment. (See Id. § 30517.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1
 The approval of a Level V permit requires a public hearing before the Zoning Administrator due to the potential 

for such vacation rentals to have disproportionate neighborhood impacts. 
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I. MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Staff recommends that the Commission, after public hearing, approve the proposed LCP 
amendment with suggested modifications. The Commission needs to make two motions in order 
to act on this recommendation.  
 
A. Deny the IP Amendment as submitted 

Staff recommends a YES vote on the motion below. Passage of this motion will result in 
rejection of the IP amendment as submitted and adoption of the following resolution. The motion 
passes only by an affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present. 
 

Motion: I move that the Commission reject Implementation Plan Amendment Number LCP-

3-SCO-16-0052-1 as submitted by the County of Santa Cruz.   
 

Resolution: The Commission hereby denies certification of Implementation Plan Major 

Amendment Number LCP-3-SCO-16-0052-1 as submitted by the County of Santa Cruz and 

adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that the Implementation Plan amendment as 

submitted does not conform with, and is inadequate to carry out, the provisions of the 

certified Land Use Plan. Certification of the Implementation Plan amendment would not 

meet the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act, as there are feasible 

alternatives and mitigation measures that would substantially lessen the significant adverse 

impacts on the environment that will result from certification of the Implementation Plan 

amendment as submitted. 

 

B. Certify the IP Amendment with Suggested Modifications 

Staff recommends a YES vote on the motion below. Passage of this motion will result in 
certification of the amendment with suggested modifications and the adoption of the following 
resolution and the findings in this staff report. The motion to certify with suggested 
modifications passes only by an affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present. 
 

Motion: I move that the Commission certify Implementation Plan Major Amendment Number 

LCP-3-SCO-16-0052-1 if it is modified as suggested in this staff report.  

 
Resolution: The Commission hereby certifies Implementation Plan Major Amendment 

Number LCP-3-SCO-16-0052-1 to the County of Santa Cruz Local Coastal Program if 

modified as suggested and adopts the findings set forth in this staff report on the grounds 

that the Implementation Plan amendment with the suggested modifications conforms with, 

and is adequate to carry out, the provisions of the certified Land Use Plan. Certification of 

the Implementation Plan amendment if modified as suggested complies with the California 

Environmental Quality Act because either 1) feasible mitigation measures and/or 

alternatives have been incorporated to substantially lessen any significant adverse effects of 

the Implementation Plan on the environment, or 2) there are no further feasible alternatives 

and mitigation measures that would substantially lessen any significant adverse impacts on 

the environment that will result from certification of the Implementation Plan amendment if 

modified. 
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II. SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS 

The Commission hereby suggests the following modifications to the proposed LCP amendment, 
which are necessary to make the requisite Coastal Act consistency findings. If the County of 
Santa Cruz accepts each of the suggested modifications within six months of Commission action 
(i.e., by June 9, 2017) per 14 CCR § 13537(b), by formal resolution of the Board of Supervisors, 
the modified amendment will become effective upon Commission concurrence with the 
Executive Director’s finding that this acceptance has been properly accomplished. Please see 
Exhibit 1 for the LCP Amendment and the suggested modifications. Text in cross-out format and 
text in underline format denotes the initial proposed text to be added/ deleted by the County, and 
text in double underline and double cross out denotes the suggested modifications.  

1. Modify the proposed IP amendment as shown in Exhibit 1. 

III. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS 

A. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED LCP AMENDMENT 
The County proposes several amendments to the IP component of its certified LCP (see Exhibit 
1 for proposed LCP amendment text). The proposed amendments primarily seek to enhance and 
clarify existing regulations for vacation rentals, as well as to expand and adapt the existing 
regulations that govern vacation rentals in the Live Oak Designated Area (LODA) and the 
Seacliff/ Aptos Designated Area (SADA), to also apply to the Davenport-Swanton Designated 
Area (DASDA) in a manner appropriate for the DASDA area. 

The bulk of the proposed amendments are designed to ensure that vacation rentals are in fact 
being used as vacation rentals. For example, the proposed amendment will require vacation 
rental owners in the Designated Areas (LODA, SADA, DASDA) to demonstrate three years, 
rather than two years, of “significant rental use” in order to renew their permit. “Significant 
rental use” is defined as no fewer than 10% of weekend nights in a given year, or a minimum 
occupancy of five weekends or ten nights per calendar year. The proposed amendments also 
include the addition of a provision that states that vacation rental permits within the Designated 
Areas expire upon transfer of the property to new owners if the transfer triggers a reassessment 
(i.e., transfers into a family trust, inheritance, or other exchanges between family members will 
not be affected). The goal of this addition is to give more property owners the opportunity to 
acquire and use vacation rental permits by discontinuing automatic renewal of vacation rental 
permits upon transfers of property that trigger reassessment. 
 
Other proposed amendments seek to further limit impacts from vacation rentals to residential 
neighborhoods. For example, the proposed amendment would modify the occupancy standards 
by not counting children ages seven and under; formerly, unrelated children ages eleven and 
under were not counted towards the number of allowed occupants. This proposed modification 
stems from numerous complaints that “large groups” were taking advantage of the vacation 
rental ordinance’s occupancy standards, leading to disproportionate and adverse impacts for 
adjacent residences, and is intended to address those concerns. Another proposed amendment 
includes a requirement that all vacation rental owners inform renters that fireworks are illegal in 
Santa Cruz County in order to address ongoing complaints from neighborhood residences. The 
amendments also include a prohibition on more than one vacation rental permit on a single 
parcel because the existing ordinance was silent on this matter, allowing very large groups to rent 
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out dwelling groups or multiple properties located on a single parcel. The use of multiple 
vacation rentals on a single parcel allowed large groups to rent multiple units in close proximity, 
resulting in significant and disproportionate neighborhood impacts. These proposed amendments 
represent only slight modifications to the vacation rental ordinance and are appropriately narrow 
in scope and tailored to address valid neighborhood issues while still ensuring the continued 
operation of vacation rentals in Santa Cruz County. 
 
Similarly, in an effort to increase transparency and public participation and to further decrease 
the likelihood that larger vacation rentals will have disproportionate neighborhood impacts, the 
proposed amendment would require new vacation rentals with four or more bedrooms to require 
a public hearing before the Zoning Administrator. Another proposed modification would require 
the expansion of vacation rental homes (i.e. additions) above a certain threshold to require a new 
vacation rental permit, rather than an amendment to an existing vacation rental permit (only if 
the proposed expansion entails increasing the square footage of a permitted vacation rental by 
50% or more or increases the number of bedrooms). This modification seeks to add another layer 
of review and assessment to ensure that larger vacation rental homes do not disproportionately 
impact neighborhoods. 
 
Finally, the proposed amendment includes two additional minor procedural changes. First, the 
proposed amendment includes a requirement that the expiration date of the vacation rental permit 
be displayed on the existing signage requirement. Second, the proposed amendment proposes to 
replace “onsite parking” with “on street parking” in section 13.10.694(D)(1)(d). This change 
appears insignificant because the original language appears intended to state “on street parking” 
in the context of the entire provision.  
 
Please see Exhibit 1 for the proposed IP amendment text. 

 
B. CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS 

Applicable Land Use Plan Policies 

The proposed amendment affects the IP component of the County of Santa Cruz LCP. The 
standard of review for IP amendments is that they must be consistent with and adequate to carry 
out the policies of the certified Land Use Plan (LUP). 
 

The proposed amendment seeks minor language clarifications and certain operational changes to 
the County’s Vacation Rental Ordinance. The Santa Cruz County LUP contains objectives and 
policies that provide for visitor-serving uses with the intent of maximizing coastal access and 
providing appropriate upland support facilities, such as vacation rentals, directed towards coastal 
zone visitors. These policies include: 

LUP Objective 2.16 – To provide for a variety of temporary residential uses in both 

urban and rural areas which provide for visitor needs while preserving the unique 

environmental settings that attract visitors to the County and protecting residential 

communities in the County. 

 
LUP Policy 2.22.1 – Priority of Uses within the Coastal Zone. Maintain a hierarchy of 
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land use priorities within the Coastal Zone: 

  
First Priority: Agriculture and coastal-dependent industry 

 

Second Priority: Recreation, including public parks; visitor-serving commercial uses; 

and coastal recreation facilities. 

 

 Third Priority: Private residential, general industrial, and general commercial uses. 

 

LUP Objective 7.7a Coastal Recreation. To maximize public use and enjoyment of 

coastal recreation resources for all people, including those with disabilities, while 

protecting those resources from the adverse impacts of overuse. 

 
Analysis 

Taken together, these LUP objectives and policies seek to protect, provide for, and enhance 
coastal access and recreational opportunities for the public via prioritizing visitor-serving uses 
including accommodating and maximizing public access and coastal recreational opportunities 
while preserving the unique environment that attracts visitors to the County and protecting 
residential communities.   

As discussed above, the proposed LCP amendment is relatively minor in substance, and 
primarily seeks to further refine neighborhood compatibility issues; extend existing regulations 
that have been appropriately adapted into a new designated area (DASDA) to address residents’ 
concerns about vacation rentals in the Davenport community; and ensure that individuals that 
obtain vacation rental permits actually use them. However, the suggested modifications were 
proposed as “friendly” modifications by County and Commission staff and are intended to 
address procedural issues regarding the operation of the proposed amendments, and thus are 
critical for the ability to find the proposed amendment, as modified, to be consistent with the 
certified LUP policies. The proposed modifications include: 1) modifying the use chart to reflect 
that vacation rentals with four or more bedrooms are principally permitted uses, consistent with 
the existing use chart that considers all vacation rentals (regardless of the number of bedrooms) 
as principally permitted uses (within applicable zoning districts); 2) modifying IP Section 
13.10.694(B) to expressly state that accessory dwelling units may not be used as vacation rentals, 
consistent with the certified vacation rental definition in IP Section 13.10.700-V; 3) clarifying 
the definition section of the ordinance (IP Section 13.10.694(C)) to include “unit in” a duplex 
and “unit in” a triplex to clarify that vacation rental permits shall be limited to one permit per 
parcel; 4) clarifying the intent of requiring a level-5 permit for vacation rentals with four or more 
bedrooms and the process for approving or denying such a vacation rental permit application; 5) 
clarifying that a failure to follow the conditions of a vacation rental permit would be a violation 
of that permit; and 6) retaining the definition of “vacation rental” in the general definition section 
of IP Chapter 13, specifically  (Section 13.10.700-V) (See Exhibit 1). 

The proposed LCP amendment, with the suggested modifications, is consistent with the LUP’s 
multiple goals to maximize public use and enjoyment of the coast by increasing availability of 
vacation rental permits, ensuring that property owners who have vacation rental permits actually 
rent out their properties to visitors, and ensuring that neighborhood issues associated with 
vacation rentals are minimized such that the neighborhoods are able to maintain their unique 
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character and thus able to maintain their appeal to visitors and residents alike. Specifically, the 
proposed IP Amendment, with the suggested modifications, is consistent with LUP Objective 
2.16 because the proposed amendment continues to provide for visitors’ needs while 
simultaneously helping to maintain the neighborhood appeal to residents and visitors. 
Specifically, the proposed amendment achieves consistency with LUP Objective 2.16 by 
increasing the availability of vacation rentals by ensuring that vacation rental permits are actively 
used (i.e. by requiring vacation rental owners to demonstrate three years, rather than two years, 
of “significant rental use” within a five-year period; and by potentially increasing the availability 
of vacation rental permits by eliminating some automatic permit renewals including when a 
vacation rental home changes ownership and when the home is redeveloped and expanded by 
50% or more or if the number of bedrooms is increased through remodeling or demolition as 
discussed above.) 

The proposed amendment is further consistent with LUP Objective 2.16 in that it addresses 
ongoing neighborhood issues associated with vacation rentals, particularly those stemming from 
larger groups renting vacation rentals. The proposed amendment addresses these issues by 
slightly modifying the occupancy standards to count unrelated children ages eight and older 
towards the maximum number of allowed occupants (previously only unrelated children twelve 
and older were counted) and via allowing only one vacation rental per parcel. These proposed 
modifications support the continued operation of vacation rentals, while preserving the unique 
community character and settings of Santa Cruz’s coastal neighborhoods. 

The proposed IP amendment, including the suggested modifications, is also consistent with LUP 
Policy 2.22.1 because it continues to prioritize recreation and visitor-serving commercial over 
private residential use (while, as acknowledged above, still protecting the community character 
of neighborhoods allowing for private residential use, in accordance with other LUP policies).  
Finally, the proposed IP Amendment, including the suggested modifications, is consistent with 
LUP Objective 7.7a because it maximizes public use and coastal recreational resources for all 
people by providing another means for people to continue to access the coast through vacation 
rentals in a popular tourist and visitor destination.  

In summary, the proposed amendments do not alter where vacation rentals are allowed as 
vacation rentals are currently an allowed use County-wide. The proposed amendment continues 
to allow and support vacation rentals in the Davenport-Swanton Road Designated Area 
(DASDA). The addition of DASDA to the vacation rental ordinance simply sets forth 
appropriate regulations governing vacation rentals in this area (adapted from other designated 
areas). The proposed additional restrictions on the operation of vacation rentals are minor and 
intended to address neighborhood issues, to ensure that vacation rental permits are actively used, 
and to ensure that access to the coast is preserved and improved. Furthermore, the proposed 
amendments further facilitate the overarching goal of the Vacation Rental Ordinance i.e. that 
vacation rentals are being used and appropriately fit within residential neighborhoods. Thus, the 
County has succeeded in identifying additional appropriate vacation rental regulations that 
address potential visitor-resident conflicts and in satisfying the sometimes-competing objectives 
associated with facilitating public recreational opportunities near and within residential areas of 
the shoreline. Under the proposed rules, vacation rentals would be expected to continue to 
effectively co-exist in coastal residential areas with better clarity on use parameters to ensure that 
previous issues associated with vacation rentals are alleviated. For all the reasons discussed 
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above, the proposed IP amendment can be found consistent with and adequate to carry out the 
above-cited objectives and policies of the certified LUP. 

 

C. CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (CEQA) 
Section 21080.9 of the California Public Resources Code (within CEQA) exempts local 
government from the requirement of preparing environmental review documentation under 
CEQA in connection with its activities and approvals necessary for the preparation and adoption 
of a local coastal program. Therefore, local governments are not required to prepare any CEQA 
environmental review document in support of their proposed LCP amendments, although the 
Commission can and does use any environmental information that the local government submits 
in support of its proposed LCPA in carrying out its duties under CEQA and the Coastal Act 
when evaluating the LCPA. The Commission’s LCP review and approval program has been 
found by the Resources Agency to be the functional equivalent of the environmental review 
required by CEQA, pursuant to CEQA Section 21080.5. Therefore the Commission’s review and 
analysis of the LCPA in this Staff Report satisfies CEQA environmental review requirements.  

Nevertheless, the Commission is required, in approving an LCP amendment submittal, to find 
that the approval of the proposed LCP, as amended, does conform with certain CEQA 
provisions, including the requirement in Section 21080.5(d)(2)(A) that the amended LCP will not 
be approved or adopted as proposed if there are feasible alternative or feasible mitigation 
measures available that would substantially lessen any significant adverse impact which the 
activity may have on the environment. See also, CEQA Guidelines Sections 13542(a), 13540(f), 
and 13555(b). 

The County’s LCP amendment consists of an Implementation Plan (IP) amendment. As part of 
its local action on the subject LCP amendment, the County issued an exemption from CEQA as 
specified under CEQA Guidelines Section 15061(b)(3) [the so-called “common sense” 
exemption]. The project was determined to be exempt because the project consists of minor 
ordinance amendments that place limits on development and will not have any potential impact 
on the environment. The Commission incorporates its findings on Land Use Plan conformity into 
this CEQA finding as if it is set forth in full. As discussed herein, the Implementation Plan 
amendment submitted does not conform with and does not adequately carry out the policies of 
the certified LUP because feasible mitigation measures (as embodied by the further 
modifications) would substantially lessen the adverse impacts on the environment that would 
result from certification of this IP amendment. Though the suggested modifications are primarily 
non-substantive, their purpose is to provide more clarity and in that sense facilitate the proposed 
amendment to better achieve consistency with the certified LUP policies. The Commission, 
therefore, concurs with the County that the LCP Amendment, with suggested modifications, 
conforms to the certified Land Use Plan. As modified, the Commission finds that approval of the 
LCP amendment will not result in significant adverse environmental impacts within the meaning 
of CEQA. Absent the incorporation of these suggested modifications to effectively mitigate 
potential resource impacts, such a finding could not be made. 
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